DRUMS

FREDDIE’S SIDE OF THE BLUES

DEDICATED TO FREDDIE HUBBARD 1938-2008

Kenny Rittenhouse
(2012)

SWING \( \downarrow=118 \) QUASI DRUM SOLO

SAXES 16 BARS TIME

OPEN SAX SOLOS (BLUES) SAX SOLO BACKGROUNDS CHORUS / XO OPEN BASS SOLO

TO CODA
DRUMS - FREDDIE'S SIDE OF THE BLUES PG. 2

TRPT SOLI - SAME RHY GROOVE 32 BARS

4TH TRPT SOLO

TRPT BREAK

ENS SOLI

FILL

DRUM SOLO

DRUM SOLO 8XS - BONES LAST 4XS

(S.O.S. AL CODA)

CODA